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UNITED STATES PATENT of FICE 
2,440,839 

ROTARY DRUM DRY ING APPARATUS HAV. 
NG, MEANS TO GUIDE WEB OVER DRUM 

Charles W. Apgar and Abraham L. Rosenfeld, 
Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Charles W. 
Apgar, Abraham L. Rosenfeld, and Frederic R. 
Mann, trustees, all of Philadelphia, Pa. 

Application September 10, 1945, Serial No. 615,324 
(C. 34-110) 4. Claims. 

This invention relates generally to apparatus 
for preheating the liner webs employed in the 
fabrication of corrugated paper board and the 
like, and more particularly to an improved con 
Struction of preheater drum for preheating the 
adhesive face of the liner as it is delivered to the 
board-making apparatus in the form of a con 
tinuous Web wound off from a supply roll. 
Among the principal objects of the present 

invention is to provide a revoluble heating drum 
which is free to rotate with the paper web as it 
travels from the supply roll to the main apparatus, 
the drum being characterised by the fact that it 
is of Such substantial diameter as to prolong the 
period of contact between the moving web and 
the drum and so subject a maximum expanse of 
the liner to the drying heat of the drum for a 
time interval considerably greater than has here. 
tofore been customary in the art. 
A further object of the present invention is to 

provide the heater drum with one or more opera 
tively associated idler rolls which are adapted to 
be so angularly adjusted about the axis of rota 
tion of the drum as to vary, as desired, the extent 
to which the web is wrapped around the periph 

2 
as will be described in detail hereinafter, as is 

I shown in the accompanying drawings, and as will 

O. 
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eral surface of the drum as it is delivered from . 
the Supply roll to the paper receiving unit of the 
main apparatus, which unit, in the case of a 
machine for making corrugated paper board, may 
be either a single facer or double facer. . 

Still another object is to provide the preheater 
drum with one or more idler rolls, motor driven 
to impart thereto an epicyclic movement with 
reference to the revoluble drum whereby the 
idlers may be positionally adjusted about the 
periphery of the drum not only to increase the 
area of contact between the web and the drum 
but also expedite the initial threading of the web 
between the idlers and the drum with which they 
are aSSociated. 
A still further object is to provide a preheating 

unit for a continuous web of sheet material which 
is readily and expeditiously adjustable to vary 
the extent of wrap of the web about the drum 
to thereby obtain varying degrees of exposure 
of the sheet material to the heat of the drum' as 
the Web travels thereabout, thus insuring proper 
and adequate drying of the sheet material with 
out any attending reduction in the feeding speed 
of the material to the main apparatus. 
Other objects and advantages of the present 

invention will appear more fully hereinafter, it 
being understood that the present invention con 
sists substantially in the combination, construc 
tion, location and relative arrangement of parts 
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be pointed out in the appended claims. In the 
accompanying drawings which illustrate certain 
preferred embodiments of the present invention; 

Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a pre 
heating unit constructed in accordance with the 
present invention in which a single idler roll is 
employed in association with the main preheating 
drum; 
Figure 2 is a top plan view of the apparatus 

shown in Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is a schematic view corresponding to 

Figure 1 showing the idler roll in adjusted posi 
tion to increase the extent of Wrap of the Web 
about the heating drum; 
Figure 4 is a detail sectional view taken on the 

line 4-4 of Figure 1: . 
Figure 5 is a side elevational view of a modified 

construction of the apparatus of the present in 
vention in which a pair of idler rolls are employed 
in association with the main preheating drum; 

Figure 6 is a vertical sectional view taken on 
the line 6-6 of Figure 5; 

Figure 7 is a horizontal sectional view taken on 
the line 7-7 of Figure 6; 

Figure 8 is a top plan view, partially in section, 
of the apparatus as viewed from the line 8-8 
of Figure 6; 

Figure 9 is a side elevational view correspond-, 
ing to Figure 5 showing the idler rolls in adjusted 
position to provide for maximum wrap of the web 
about the drum; and 

Figure 10 is a schematic view to illustrate a 
further adjusted position of the idler rolls with 
the web passing around the bottom of the drum 
instead of about the top, as in Figures 5 to 9. 
While the invention as shown in the drawings 

is in the form of a preheating apparatus particu 
larly adapted for use in heating the adhesive face 
of liners employed in the fabrication of corru 
gated paper board, it will be understood that the 
apparatus of the present invention is not at all 
limited to such particular application, but in 
stead may be employed to heat and so condition 
as to its moisture content any sheet material 
which is delivered in continuous Web form from a 
supply rollto a processing machine. 

Referring now to the drawings and more par 
ticularly to Figures 1 to 4 thereof, it will be ob 
served that the apparatus of the present inven 
tion is characterised by the provision of a heating 
drum O of a diameter considerably greater than 
those heretofore conventionally employed in the 
art to which the present invention relates. This 



3 
drum fo is of hollow construction having closed 
opposite ends into the interlor of which is suit 
ably delivered a hating medium, such as steam, 
the heating medium entering the drum by way of 
a conduit and being delivered therefrom by way 
of a discharge conduit 2. The arrangement of 
these conduits in relation to the drum and the 
means for permitting free rotation of the drum 
without interfering with the circulation of the . 
heating medium into and out of the drum are con 
ventional and Well known in the art and form no 
part of the present invention. The details of such 
conduit arrangement are therefore not shown or 
described herein. 

Extending axially through the drum O is a hol 
low stationary shaft 3, the opposite extremities 
of which project freely beyond the drum ends and 
are respectively fitted with rotatable sleeves 
4-4. These sleeves 4-4 are in turn jour 

nalled for rotation within suitable bearings 5-5 
formed in the upper ends of a pair of vertically 
extending supports or standards f6-6 disposed 
at Opposite ends of the drum O. The conduits 
and 2 are preferably arranged within one end 
of the hollow shaft 3 (see Figure 4) with their 
inner open ends disposed within and in free com 
munication with the interior of the drum, suit 
able provision being made to permit free rotation 
of the drum about its supporting shaft 3 without 
escape of the heating medium from the drum ex 
cept by way of the discharge conduit 2. Splined 
to each of the sleeves f4-4, as at 6a, is a gear 
7 of a diameter only somewhat less than that of 

the drum 0, the general arrangement being such 
that while the drum do is freely revoluble about 
its supporting shaft 3 under the friction pull of 
the sheet material passing about the cylindrical 
surface of the drum, the gears 7-7 may be ro 
tated into angularly adjusted position relatively 
to the drum for the purposes and by the means 
presently to be described. 

Extending longitudinally of the drum O to one 
side thereof and in parallel relation to the drum 
axis is a shaft 8, the opposite ends of which are 
bearingly supported between lateral extensions 
9-9 of the main supports or standards 2-2, 

this shaft being fitted at its opposite ends with a 
pair of gears 20-20 respectively in mesh with the 
gears 7-7. The gears 20-20 are each keyed to 
their shaft 8 for common rotation, one of them 
being in mesh with a pinion gear 2 driven by an 
electric motor 22 suitably mounted upon the sup 
porting bed of the apparatus. This motor is of 
the reversible type and is equipped with suitable 
controls and limit switches for instantly starting 
and stopping it and for controlling its direction of 
rotation, all of which are conventional, form no 
part of the present invention and so are neither 
shown nor described herein. Rotatably carried 
upon the shaft 8 between the gears 20-20 is an 
idler roll 23, the cylindrical surface of which is 
spaced from the proximate cylindrical surface of 
the drum fo, 
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It will be noted that the idler roll 28 parallels the 
axis of the drum fo and is supported in such 
spaced relation to the external surface of the 
drum that upon rotation of the gears f-f the 
idler roll 28 may be variously positioned about the 
circumference of the drum, as from the dotted line 
position shown in Figure 3 into the full line posi 
tion shown therein or into any intermediate posi 
tion, as in Figure 1. 
The sheet material to be preheated and thus 

conditioned as to its moisture content is desig 
nated in the drawings by the reference character 
A, it being delivered in continuous web form from 
a supply roll (not shown) to and about the heat 
ing drum O and thence to the fabricating unit 
designated generally by the reference numeral 30, 
which unit may be either a single facer or double 
facer, both of which are well known in the corru 
gated paper board industry. 

In the use of the pre-heating apparatus shown 
in Figures 1 to 4, the idler roll 28 is initially los 
cated, by means of the motor-driven entrained 
gears 2, 20 and , in the dotted line position 
at the top of the drum O, in which position the 
leading end of the sheet material delivered from 
its supply roll is readily threaded across the top 
of the drum and between it and idler 28, thence 
between the drum and the fixed idler roll 23, and 
finally between the several rolls of the processing 
unit 30. Thereupon, by suitable controlled op 
eration of the motor 22, the ider roll 28 is ro 
tated about the peripheral surface of the drum 
to provide for any desired extent of wrap of the 

... sheet material about the surface of the heated 

45 

drum, the maximum wrap-around being when 
the idler roll 28 is in the full line position shown 
in Figure 3. Due to the relatively large diameter 
of the drum, a substantial length of the web is 
at all times in surface contact with the drum. 
This, in addition to the fact that the drum is 
freely revoluble and rotates at the same linear 
speed as the sheet material, insures maximum 
heating of the material as it travels about the 
drum with consequent maximum extraction of 
moisture therefrom, By varying the position of 
the idler roll 28 with relation to the drum, the 
length of the web in surface contact with the 
drum may be correspondingly varied, the appa 
ratus of the present invention thus providing a 
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The gears 7-7 immediately associated with 
the drun fo are respectively provided with ra 
dially extending brackets 24-24, each bracket 
being secured to its associated gear 7 by screws 
25. These brackets are provided at their outer 

65 

ends with split bearing elements 26-26 within 
which are journalled the opposite ends 27-2T of 
an idler roll 28, the bearing elements being equip 
ped with screw means 29 for adjusting the fric 
tional grip of the bearing elements upon the jour 
nalled ends of the idler roll 28, whereby to permit 
the latter to rotate more or less freely, as desired. 

70 
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quick, efficient and easily controlled means for 
conditioning sheet material of varying moisture 
Content. 

Figures 5 to 9 illustrate a modified embodiment 
of the present invention wherein a pair of po 
sitionally adjustable idler rolls are provided in 
association with the main heating drum. In this 
form of the apparatus, the heating drum 3 is 
journalled for free rotation about the hollow 
shaft 32, the opposite ends of the latter being 
supported by a pair of vertically extending stand 
ards 33-33. These standards 33-33 are of the 
construction most clearly shown in Figures 6 
and 7, each standard being provided with a cen 
tral hub element 34 forming a bearing for an 
internal gear 35. Suitable roller bearings 36 are 
interposed between each gear 35 and its support 
34. Each internal gear 35 is in turn provided 
with an annular central hub element 37 forming 
a bearing for an external gear 38 concentrically 
arranged with respect to the internal gear 35, 
roller bearings 39 being also interposed between 
each gear 38 and its support 3. Suitable spacers 
40-40 are disposed respectively between the op 
posite ends of the drum 3 and the concentric 
gears 3 and 8. 



5 
Disposed in the annular space 4 formed be 

tween each pair of the concentric gears 35 and 
38 for common entrainment therewith is a pinion 
gear 42, the shaft 43 of which is bearingly sup 
ported in the upper end of the standard 33. The 
shafts 43-43 of the pinion gears 42-42 project 
outwardly of their supports and are each fitted 
at its outer end with a splined gear 44. 

- Also supported by the standards 33-33 is a 
shaft (35 extending in parallel relation to the 
axis of the drum and disposed preferably just 
above the top of the drum, this shaft 5 having 
keyed or otherwise secured to each of its oppo 
site ends a pinion gear 46. These pinion gears 
46-46 are external of the standards 33-33 and 
respectively in constant mesh with the gears 
44-84 also arranged externally of the stand 
ards 33-33. 

Suitably mounted upon a support 47 carried 
by one of the pedestals or standards 33-33 is a 
motor 48 having a reduction gear box. 49 for 
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driving at suitably reduced speed a gear 50 in 
mesh with one of the pinion gears 46-86. As 
in the case of the apparatus shown in Figures 1 

- to 4, the motor 48 is of the reversing type and is 
suitably provided with conventional controls and 
limit switches (not shown) operative to start 
and stop and reverse the direction of rotation of 
the motor, as desired. 
Secured to each of the gears 35-35, as by the 

screws 5 f, is a radially extending arm 52, these 
arms 52-52 extending outwardly beyond the 
circumference of the drum 3 and terminating 
in supports 53 for the opposite ends of an idler 
roll shaft, 54. An idler roll 55 is fitted upon the 
shaft 54 in spaced relation with respect to the 
cylindrical Surface of the drum 3. 

Similarly secured to each of the gears 38-38, 
as by the screws 56, is a radially extending arm 
5, these arms 5-5 being also extended out 
wardly beyond the circumference of the drum to 
support therebetween the shaft 58 for a second 
idler roll 59 also disposed in spaced relation to the 
cylindrical surface of the drum 3. The two idler 
rolls 55 and 59 are not only freely revoluble be 
tween their respective supporting arms 52-52 
and 5-6, but also are adapted to be angularly 
adjusted about the cylindrical surface of the 
drum to Vary, as desired, the extent of Wrap of 
the sheet material A about the drum, the rolls 55 
and 59 being simultaneously shiftable in opposite 
directions by means of the motor-driven gear 
drive for Said rolls. 
In operation of the apparatus just described, it 

may be assumed that the gear drive is so ar 
ranged as to present the idler rolls 55 and 59 in 
the upper dotted line positions shown in Figure 
9, in which position said rolls are disposed to 
either side of the pinion gear shaft 65 and in 

- such close relation thereto that the sheet material 
as delivered from its supply roll may be threaded 

25 
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6 
shown in Figure 9 for maximum wrap of the 
sheet material about the drum, or into any inter 
mediate position, as shown in Figure 5, for ob 
taining any desired degree of wrap-around of the 
material on the drum. Inasmuch as the speed of 
rotation of the gears 35-35 is somewhat greater 
than that of the gears 38-38, the langular dis 
placement of the idler rolls 55 and 59 with refer 
ence to the fixed shaft 45 extending along the 
top of the drum is not the same, and accordingly 
the idler rolls in their position for maximum Wrap 
are not symmetrically disposed with respect to 
the vertical diametric plane of the drum. This, 
however, is not material, but if such symmetrical 
disposition of the idler rolls is desired for their 
final position, it may be readily obtained by the 
simple expedient of so locating the rolls at their 
starting point that they are asymmetrically posi 
tioned with respect to the vertical diametric plane 
of the drum and so gradually approach symmetri 
cal disposition as they are shifted in opposite 
directions about the surface of the drum. 
In certain operations, it is desirous that the 

sheet material be taken off, of the drum from the 
top thereof (as in Figure 10) instead of from the 
bottom thereof (as in Figure 9), and in such case 
the apparatus is initially adjusted to position the 
idler rolls 55 and 59 at the bottom of the drum, 
i. e. in their dotted line positions shown in Figure 
10. With the idler rolls in this initial position, 
the sheet material is then readily threaded be 
tween them and the drum by movement thereof 
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between both rolls and the proximate surface of 
the drum along a flat plane substantially tangen 
tial to the drum surface. Upon operation of the 
motor 88 in the proper direction, the pinion gears 
46-46 are commonly driven by the motor gear 50 
and in turn commonly drive the gears 44-44 and 
the pinion gears 42-42. The latter gears, being 
each in entrainment with each concentric pair 
of the main gears 35 and 38, cause the latter to 
rotate in opposite directions and So effect angular 
adjustment about the drum of the idler rolls re 
spectively associated with the gears 35-35 and 
the gears 38-38. These idler rolls may thus be 
shifted into their lower dotted line positions 

85 
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in a plane substantially tangential to the drum 
surface. Thereupon, the idler rolls are angularly 
adjusted in opposite directions upwardly about 
the cylindrical surface of the drum toward their 
full line positions shown in Figure 10, the sheet 
material being carried therewith for wrapping 
about the drum Surface to the extent determined 
by the final angularly adjusted positions of the 
idler rolls. The operation is thus identical with 
that employed in the case of the operation illus 
trated in Figure 9 except that the web of sheet 
material is wrapped about the bottom instead of 
about the top surface of the drum. 

In all material respects, the apparatus of 
Figures 5 to 10 functions as does that of Figures 
1 to 4, although providing for SOmewhat greater 
overlap of the web about the drum and facilitat 
ing materially initial application of the web to 
the drum in cases where it would be otherwise 
awkward and Sometimes impossible to do. 
... While it is desirable that the heating drum 
be mounted for rotation about its axis in Order to 
provide for utilization of all of its cylindrical 
heating surface, as well as to provide that said 
surface travels at the same linear speed as the 
sheet material, in certain instances it may be 
preferred to lock the drum stationary against 
rotation and so utilize only a portion of its heat 
ing surface. By so locking the drum against 
rotation, it subjects the sheet material to greater 
friction where such additional friction is neces 
sary for ironing out or otherwise mechanically 
conditioning the sheet. Of course, any suitable 
locking mechanism may be employed for this 
purpose, and if desired, the apparatus may be 
originally constructed with the drum nonrotat 
ably mounted between its supporting standards. 
Of course, whether or not the drum is rotatable 
about its own axis, one or both of the idler rolls 
operatively associated thereWith as hereinbefore 
described is angularly adjustable about the cir 
cumference of the drum to vary the displace 
ment between the idler rolls and SO determine 
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the extent or length of the sheet material which 
is wrapped around the cylindrical heating sur 
face of the drun. 

It will be understood, of course, that the pres 
ent invention is susceptible of various changes 6 
and modifications which may be made from time 
to time without departing from the general prin 
ciples and real spirit thereof, and it is accordingly 
intended to claim the same broadly, as well as 
specifically, as indicated by the appended claims. 0. 
What is claimed as new and useful is: 
1. In an apparatus for drying sheet material. 

continuously fed in web form, a rotatable drum 
having a large diameter cylindrical heating sur 
face for accepting in surface contact therewith 
a substantial length of the sheet material, said 
drum being rotatable by the traction pull of the 
sheet material in surface contact therewith, a 
pair Of concentric internal and external gears 
arranged at opposite ends of the drum, means for 
driving Said internal gears oppositely with re 
spect to said external gears, and a pair of idler 
rolls disposed externally of the drum and in 
parallel relation to the drum axis, said idler rolls 
being respectively operatively supported by said 25 
internal and external gears for arcuate move 
ment about the drum axis relatively to the drun. 

2. In an apparatus for drying sheet material 
continuously fed in web form, a drum having a 
large diameter cylindrical heating surface for 
Contact With a substantial length of the sheet 
material, a pair of idler rolls disposed externally 
of the drum and in parallel relation to the drum 
axis for maintaining the sheet material in int 
mate surface contact with the drum, at least one 
of said idler rolls being mounted for movement 
along an orbital path uniformly distant from 
the cylindrical surface of the drum, and motor 
driven gear means for positionally adjusting said 
last mentioned idler roll to vary the effective de 
gree of Wrap of the sheet material about the 
drum Surface, said gear means including a pair 
of gears respectively arranged at opposite ends 
of Said drum for coaxial rotation relatively to 
said drum, said gears being interconnected by 
said positionally adjustable idler roll. 
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3. In an apparatus for drying sheet material 
continuously fed in web form, a drum having a 
large diameter cylindrical heating surface for 
accepting in surface contact therewith a substan 
tial length of the sheet material, a pair of con 
centric internal and external gears arranged at 
opposite ends of the drum, means for driving 
said internal gears oppositely with respect to said 
external gears, and a pair of ider rolls disposed 
externally of the drum and in parallel relation 
to the drum axis, said idler rolls being respec 
tively operatively supported by said internal and 
external gears for arcuate movement about the 
drum axis relatively to the drum. 

4. In an apparatus of the class described, 
cylindrical heating drum over which is adapte 
to pass 8, Continuous Web of sheet material to be 
heated by surface contact with the drum and an idler roll disposed externally of the drum and 
positionally adjustable about the circumference 
of the drum to vary the extent of wrap of the 
Web about said drum, a pair of gears respectively 
arranged at opposite ends of the drum for coaxial 
rotation relatively to said drum, means for rotat 
ably supporting said idler roll between said gears 
whereby both gears are rotatable in unison to 
maintain said idler roll in parallel relation with 
respect to Said drum, and notor driven means 
for effecting rotational 8-distment of said gears 
to vary the position of said idler roll about the 
circumference of said drum. 
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